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Decision No. 
92871 APR 7 1$.81. 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES CO~1ISSION OF tHE StATE OF CALIFOP~IA 

Inv~stigation on the Commission's own 
motion to provide a program for the 
furnishing of telecommunications 
devices to the deaf and severely 
hearing impaired to be implemented by 
each California telephone utility. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------------------------) 

OIl 70 

ORDER MODIFYING DECISION 
NO. 92603 AND DENYING ~~HEARING 

EX-3 

Petitions for rehearing of DeCision No. 92603 have been filed 
by Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company (PT&T) and Plantronics, 
Inc.. Petitions for modification or clarification of portions of 
DeCision No. 92603 have been filed on behalf of the Bay Area Center 
for Law and the Deaf and the Deaf Counseling, Advocacy and Referral 
Agency (BACLD), Specialized Systems, Inc. (SSI), and the Co~~unity 
Services of San Bernardino County (San Bernardino). Responses and 
replies to one or more of the above petitions have been filed by 
General Telephone Company Of California (General), BACLD, San 
Bernardino, California Independent Telephone Association (CITA), 
Krown Research, Inc. (KROWN), Basic Communications Corporation 
(Basic), and Novation, Inc. (Novation) 

With respect to the above mentioned petitions for rehearing, 
pursuant to proviSions of Section 1132 of the Public Utilities 
Code and Rule 86.1 of our Rules of Practice and Procedure such 

" 
petitions must set forth specifically the grounds on which the 
petitioner considers the petition or order to be unlawful. We 
have conSidered each allegation in these two petitions and are of 
the opinion that no good cause has been shown for granting 
rehearing. 

However, our review of those petitions as well as the various 
petitions for modification or clarifieation and ,the responses 
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filed the~eto has conv1~ced us that Decision No. 92603 should be 
modified to clarify our intentions and help implement the program 
which we concluded would best meet the needs of the deaf community. 

; 
F1~st, as to what devices we expect the respondents to provide 

those persons eligible for such devices under Senate Bill 597, 
i.e., "any subscriber who is certified as deaf or severely hearing 
1mpaire~ by a licensed physician, audiologist, or a qualified state 
agency," we emphasize that TDDs using American Standard Code for 
In~ormation Interchange (ASCII) code or having dual mode (ASCII/ 
Baudot) capability are to be provided as soon as they are available 
and cost competitive with: Baudot TDDs. 

Inasmuch as the Commission recognizes that this is a trans-
1tionary pe~1od, we see cost-competitive, dual mode (ASCII/Baudot) 
TODs as the prere~red unit at this time; this is because of the 
expected pe~ unit cost reduction in TDDs with ASCII capability and 
the desirability of compatibility with the existing netwo~k of 
Baudot TODs • 

Howeve~, we cannot be certain from the record in this pro
ceeding that such dual mode TDDs will be available and cost 
competitive with TDDs having only Baudot capability (purchased in 
quantities) by the time this program is to be implemented. If 
they are not, then the respondents are to proceed as follows, 
depending on the particular set of facts which applies: 

(a) If ASCII capability TDDs are available and cost competitive 
with Baudot TODs (purchased in quantity), they should be provided 
as the basic unit. As we stated in Decision No. 92603, those 
customers who have a compelling reason to co~~un1cate with persons 
having Baudot TDDs shall be furnished dual mode TDDs if they 
pay the cost differential. 

(b) If neither dual mode TDDs nor ASCII only TDDs are avail
able and cost competitive with Baudot TDDs (purchased in quantity) 
and waiting for such availability would substantially delay the 
program, then the respondents are to continue to provide Baudot 
TOD's until such time as either an ASCII or a dual mode TDD is 
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available and cost competitive as stated above. In the interim, 
the customer is to have the opportunity to select an ASCII or 
dual mode TDD by paying the additional cost for those un1ts. 

Second, we are convinced that there is a need to adopt minim~~ 
standards as to the level and extent of ASCII to be provided. The 
record shows that such standards are essential to achieve com
patibility between various TDDs. However, we do not believe that ~ 

additional hea~ings are necessary for this purpose. Our starf 
has prepared its recommendations as to the minimum standards of 
ASCII protocol which should be ~equired of all suppliers. We 
attach them hereto as Appendix A. Any party who wishes 
to do so may file exceptions within 15 days from the date of this 
order. We emphasize these are min~~~~ standards. Respondents 
are free to purchase and provide TDDs having additional features 
so long as they are cost competitive. 

With respect to the need for and the manner of identifying 
the surcharge on a customer's bill, we agree ~~th the starf's 
testimony that SOme such identification should be required. How
ever, we believe that more than a one-time explanation by means or 
a billing insert plus a monthly coded or abbreviated separation 
is necessary. 

Although the language in ordering paragraph 4 of Decision No. 
92603 should be used by all respondents, we recognize that billing 
methods differ and any respondent which cannot comply with this 
instruction without incurring unreasonable delay or expense may 
propose alternative language in its initial report. To be acceptable, 
such alternative must identify the r'eason for the surcharge and 
indicate that it is required by state lai'l. 

As to the acoustical coupler required by item H.5 of Appendix 
B to DeCision No. 92603, we see no reason to require that this 
be an integral part of, the TDD. The goal is a portable unit as 
described in item H.6 of that Appendix. The record does not support 
a conclusion that an integral coupler is the only way to achieve 
the goal. Furthermore, since one of the reasons for requiring a 
portable unit is so the device may be used in a pay telephone booth, 
that standard should be added to the language of item H.6. 
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We have left it to the respondents to develop a suitable and 
cost effective training program as a part of their distribution of 
TDPs. Whether any of those programs inelude a pilot progr~~7 such 
as deseribed by San Bernardino, will be left to the reasoned dis
cretion of the respondents at this time. If it becomes evident 
tha~the1r programs are not ade~uate, we can address this ~uestion 

in a subse~uent order. 
Our decision not to require certified customers to sign liabil-

ity statements did not mean that the respondents may not inform 
customers as to their responsibilities under the tariffs for the 
care and return of the TPP. We expect the respondents to state .... 
how this will be done as part of their initial program report and 
advise us of any problems encountered. 

As to defining "cost-competitive" within the context of finding 
of fact No. 8 and conclusion of law No 9, we do not find it necessary 
or desirable to set any dollar amount or percentage because we 
believe that to do so would interfere with the bidding process. 
However7 as to a base figure, we would expect the respondents to 
use the current cost in ~uantity for the Baudot TDP's now being 

distributed. 
Finally, because of the need to adopt minimum standards for 

ASCII/Bell-103 and to evaluate the reports required by Decision No. 
92603, some of which may require further action by us 7 Decision No. 
92603 should be made an inter~~ order and 0.I.I.-70 be kept open. 

No further matters need be discussed. Therefore 7 
IT IS HEREBY OP.DERED that: 
(a) Rehearing of Decision No. 92603 is denied. 
(b) Decision No. 92603 is r~-t1tled "INTERIM OPINION" and 

0.I.I.-70 is kept open until further action of this Co~~ission. 
The effective date of Decision No. 926037 as modifiea 7 and 

or this order is the date hereof. 

Dated APR ,7 t~ 

4 Commissioners 
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A'O'pe'nd:1:x '"'A" 

1. 

Protocol Suecificat10ns 
for use of Asclr Code for TDD's 

Min~~~~ Character Set 

Capital letters: A to Z~ numerals: 0 to 9~ 
punctuation: & - • ~ ? ! ; 

2. Signaling Speed 

4. 

Asynchronous transm1ss1on~ speed 110 Baud 

Data Bits ner Character 

Start bit -- 1 unit 

Information bits -- 7 units 

Parity bit -- 1 unit 

Stop bits -- 2 units 

Parity Bit 

Mark only 

II 

5. 103 Modem Protocol 

Originate frequency F-l -- M1270Hz~ Sl070Hz 

Answer frequency F-2 -- M2225Hz~ S2025Hz 

6. Directional Characteristic 

Half duplex 


